Introduction

In the last half century, three main categories of prevention have been considered: primary, secondary, and tertiary [1,2]. According to the definition by Wonca, the three different types of prevention can be person oriented or oriented at the macro level of society [3].

In addition to the classical three levels of prevention, a fourth category of quaternary prevention was proposed by Marc Jamoulle in 1986 to target patients with illness but with no disease and who are at risk of harmful medical interventions (4). The overall concern is that patients who may feel ill without having a disease are at an increased risk of being harmed by over testing and overmedicalization. The typical example would be a patient with bio-medically or psychiatrically unexplained symptoms. Quaternary prevention would caution that the physician should refrain from doing potentially harmful invasive testing in such patients.

The Concept of Quaternary Prevention

Following Jamoulle’s contribution to the academic and scientific debate about the role of prevention and possible harm of medical activities implemented with preventive intention, the quaternary prevention concept was integrated in the Wonca International Dictionary for General/Family Practice. Wonca defined quaternary definition as: ‘Action taken to identify patient at risk of overmedicalization, to protect him from new medical invasion, and to suggest to him interventions, which are ethically acceptable’ [3]. More recently researchers have proposed a revision of the WONCA definition and provided a new definition of quaternary prevention as ‘Action taken to protect individuals (persons/patients) from medical interventions that are likely to cause more harm than good’ [5, 6]. The goal of quaternary prevention is to reduce overmedicalization (overdiagnosis and overtreatment) and iatrogenic or medical harm. Thus, quaternary prevention involves refraining from providing therapy that has not been adequately assessed in a randomized controlled trial with low risk of bias.

Widespread disease campaigns and lowering the normal thresholds in some common diseases, for example diabetes and hypertension, suddenly transforms thousands of healthy persons into patients. This contributes to an epidemic of multimorbidity, polypharmacy, overtreatment, and a greater exposition to the medication’s side effects and harms [6]. These factors contribute to a medical model that is more interventionist and more invasive than ever, exposing patients to greater chances of harm. And this makes quaternary prevention more needed than ever.

More frequently, labels like ‘medically unexplained symptoms,’ ‘functional disorders’ or ‘bodily distress syndrome’ are associated with patients who have illness but without disease. And these
labels have limitations and may stigmatize patients and be at risk of overtreatment and harm. Since there is also and element of risk of overmedicalization, overtreatment and harm in the other three levels of primary, secondary and tertiary prevention, quaternary prevention should be present in physicians’ minds for every intervention they suggest to a patient [5].

In contemporary medicine, the human being may suffer harm from medical interventions throughout the life course beginning at conception, during childhood, during the entire healthy lifetime as well as during a self-limited disease, a chronic disease, or a terminal disease [5]. The quaternary prevention concept aims to make this reality recognized by health professionals and patients. It goes beyond preventing overdiagnosis or preventing overtreatment; it includes preventing all types of harm associated with well intentioned medical interventions. In short Quaternary prevention aims to protect patients from medical harm.

There is a growing consensus among different authors about the close relation among the concept of quaternary prevention and the non-maleficence principle of medical ethics usually mentioned as first, do no harm. Wagner H states “The concept of quaternary prevention is nothing more than the systematization of the concept of “primum non nocere” in our modern medical practice, an ethical approach to practice better clinical care and to protect people of excess of medicine [7]. In the new definition of quaternary prevention, the focus on avoiding harm to patients is more noticeable. Another aspect that favours this new definition is the language that is used. This new definition is simpler and easier to understand, both for patients and health professionals. In a world where health literacy is still a frequent problem, this is a highly relevant issue.

Conclusion

Some researchers and authors caution that quaternary prevention should not be seen as a panacea, nor should it be seen as a risk-free medical activity. With the zealous intention of minimizing harms, there is the risk of refusal to perform some medical interventions that would indeed benefit some patients [5,6]. However, this is always an inherent characteristic of the uncertainty of medical practice, especially general practice.
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